Easiest Ever Jelly Roll Throw!

1. Sew each 2 ½” strip end to end with a diagonal seam. Note: Jelly Rollys contain 40 strips so this
will make one continuous strip approximately 1600 inches long! Don’t worry too much about
fabric placement. There’s no way to judge which fabric will end up next to another one.
2. Trim seams to ¼ inch and press in one direction.
3. Cut the first strip off approximately in the middle and discard the loos end. Trim the selvedge off
the 40th strip.
4. Here’s the hardest part of the whole quilt top! Bring the two ends together – right sides
together-with no twists in the strips. Sew the long sides together. Your strip will no be 2 strips
wide and about 800 inches long!
5. Clip the folded end so that you can open the strips and press the seam in one direction.
6. Again, bring the short ends together; sew the long sides right sides together, clip the fold and
press.
7. Repeat STEP 6 until you have 32 strips in width. Notice that each fold cuts the strip length in half
and the seam becomes much easier to sew!
8. Your quilt top is ready to be squared up and quilted!
9. Add 6 ½ inch border. This will give you a finished size of 60 inches x 76 inches.
OPTIONAL:
1. Using the matching charm squares of additional yardage, appliqué simple shapes on the quilt
top.
2. To enlarge the quilt top, use an additional Jelly Roll to add on. Simply measure the quilt top to
get the proper length, sew several strips together to get enough strips of the right length. Add
this border to opposite sides of the quilt. Sewing across the ends of the original 32 strips.

Pattern Compliments of Quilter’s Quarters – www.quiltersqtrs.com

